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HAYP 5.0: “ENTER THROUGH THE SMOKE SHOP”
HAYP Pop Up Gallery presents
Personal & Political Protest Signs by Samvel Saghatelian
Nov 6-16, Misty Fumes. Tumanyan 18 (near the intersection with
Nalbandyan), Yerevan.
Opening Night: Friday, November 6, 19:00.
Open daily 16:00 - 21:00
Free admission
*This exhibition is recommended for adult audiences, contains obscene language.

What is HAYP Pop Up Gallery?
HAYP is a nomadic gallery that sets up temporary exhibitions in unexpected places like vacant storefronts,
for-rent buildings or abandoned factories. We hope to give more opportunities to emerging artists, engage a
diverse community through a unique exhibition model and dynamic programming, while also shifting
perspectives on the value of space and arts’ transformative potential.

“ENTER THROUGH THE SMOKE SHOP” November 6 – 16, 2015
LA based artist, Samvel “Saga” Saghatelian, will be having a solo showcase in Armenia for the first time in two years.
HAYP Pop-up Gallery exhibition, titled “Enter Through the Smoke Shop”, will have Saghatelian’s multi-medium
works on view for ten days at Misty Fumes in Yerevan. The works being shown are a combination of mixed media,

works on paper, and sculpture. Themes that run throughout this show are politics, sexuality, and social satire.
“Provocative, eccentric, and playful- always controversial, never indifferent. This is how I would
describe the work of Yerevan born artist, Samvel “Saga” Saghatelian.”
Anna K. Gargarian, Co-founder, Executive & Creative Director, HAYP Pop Up Gallery
“Enter Through The Smoke Shop” marks HAYP Pop Up Gallery’s fifth exhibition, our last of 2015 (more to
come next year), and our first solo artist show. The exhibit features Sam Saga’s graphic work from a series
called “Political and Personal Protest Signs”. Two examples were exhibited at HAYP’s Abovyan St. location
back in April at the collective exhibit, “ANKAPital”. The full series was exhibited at the Garboushian
Gallery in Beverly hills in May, and received outstanding acclaim by the press. Now, for the first time in
Armenia, Samvel’s protest signs, along with several new editions, will be on view at HAYP Pop Up Gallery.
The signs take a playful formalistic approach to the contrasting forms of Latin and Armenian letters. They
are graphically minimalistic and conceptually complex. Their message is bold: at times erotic and other
times political. Samvel aims to provoke.
The exhibit will take place in the backroom of Misty Fumes, Yerevan’s very trendy (and very first)
electronic cigarette shop. The space is intimate, discrete, and geared towards mature audiences, an
appropriate environment for a suggestive exhibit. Beautifully designed by French owner Christophe Maury,
this hipster shop has the urban feel that suits the polemic world of Sam Saga, whose “protests” challenge the
viewer’s comfort zone more than anything else.

Contact:
HAYP Pop Up Gallery
www.haypopup.wordpress.com
For general inquiries:
info.hayp@gmail.com
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